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MOD Principles
• Enhance connectivity to public 

transportation and other efficient modes
• Promote the open exchange of data

that advances the public interest
• Improve safety and help Washington 

reach state target zero goals
• Provide the best possible user 

experience for all Washingtonians
• Protect and enhance the environment

by reducing air pollution



Government Role in Mobility on 

Demand (Feb 2019)

Interviews with MOD technical experts to define appropriate 
roles for governing entities to play with regard to MOD.

1. Establish a vision and goals – e.g. Accessibility, safety, 
equity

2. Provide a regulatory framework – Data standardization
3. Mitigate risk – Transit-centric approach
4. Maximize the capacity of transportation infrastructure                                                                    



State funded activities since 2020

• GTFS and GTFS-flex statewide
• ITS4US transit data standards coordination
• One-Call/One-Click (Hopelink)
• RideshareOnline (King County Metro)
• Via to Transit (King County Metro) 
• ZAP program – WSDOT/PTD grant program 



GTFS and GTFS-flex statewide

“General Transit Feed Specification” data

• Grant funding for project 
to support agencies in 
developing GTFS

• Inventory all state data 
and address gaps

• Includes fixed route and 
demand response 
operators 
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ITS4US transit data standards coordination

USDOT ITS JPO-funded project including three state DOTs
• Develop common standards for software data outputs
• Ensure data is aggregated and easily accessed
• Coordinate technology training
• Prioritize benefits for underserved riders
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One-Call/One-Click (with Hopelink)

WSDOT grant-funded project managed and performed by 
Hopelink in coordination with other Puget Sound organizations 

• Built on standardized 
data like GTFS-flex

• Customized trip design 
and coordination for 
community 
transportation

• RFP out for initial 
software development
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RideshareOnline.com (with KCM)

• Software contracted by 
WSDOT and 
administered by KCM

• Vanpool and carpool 
ridematching

• Worksite administration 
and incentives

• Review under way for 
future program revisions



King County Metro Via to Transit

• Book a ride on-demand

• Pay upon booking with 
ORCA 

• Calling the service 
areas to book a trip



Zero-emissions Access Program 

(ZAP)

• WSDOT’s ZAP grant is funded under House Bill 2042, 2019-20.

• ZAP grants fund zero-emissions carshare pilot programs in underserved and low-to-
moderate income communities that have limited access to public transportation or are 
in areas where emissions exceed state or federal standards. 

• The ZAP grant’s goal is to expand access to clean fuel transportation options and 
provide opportunities for zero-emissions carshare programs in underserved 
communities where access to public transportation is less available (RCW 47.04.355).

https://lawfilesext.leg.wa.gov/biennium/2019-20/Pdf/Bills/Session%20Laws/House/2042-S2.SL.pdf?q=20211012105839
https://app.leg.wa.gov/Rcw/default.aspx?cite=47.04.355


Discussion

Thank you


